We propose a method to generate at once an entire volume of horizons in a 3D seismic image. The most significant new aspect of this method is the ability to specify, perhaps interactively during interpretation, a small number of control points that may be scattered throughout a 3D seismic image. Examples show that control points enable the accurate generation of horizon volumes from seismic images in which noise and faults are apparent. These points represent constraints that we implement simply as preconditioners in the conjugate gradient method used to construct horizon volumes.
INTRODUCTION
first presented the concept of a "horizon volume" (Figure 1c ), which can be generated from a seismic image ( Figure 1a ) and used to flatten reflectors (Figure 1d ) or to access all horizons at once. A horizon volume z(x, y, t) (Figure 1c) contains horizon depth z as a function of relative geologic time (RGT) t and spatial coordinates x and y. Horizontally slicing a horizon volume yields the spatial locations (x, y, and z) of a horizon corresponding to a constant RGT t.
The concept of an "RGT volume" (Figure 1b) , first presented by Stark (2005) , is closely related to the "horizon volume." An RGT volume t(x, y, z) ( Figure 1b) contains RGT t as a function of spatial coordinates x, y and z. The contours of constant t in an RGT volume correspond to seismic horizons. Given an RGT volume t(x, y, z) with t monotonically increasing with its vertical coordinate z, a horizon volume z(x, y, t) can be easily obtained by inverse linear interpolation (Parks, 2010) .
Methods for obtaining a horizon volume can be generally classified into three categories. The first is stratal slicing (Zeng et al., 1998a,b) , which uses several reference horizons to interpolate a set of horizons that form a horizon volume. The second category uses seismic reflector dips (Lomask et al., 2006; Parks, 2010) or seismic normal vectors to explicitly (Lomask et al., 2006) or implicitly (Parks, 2010; Luo and Hale, 2012) compute a horizon volume that maps a seismic image from depth domain to a flattened image in RGT domain. The third category (Stark, 2005; Wu and Zhong, 2012a) flattens an entire 3D seismic image using an RGT volume generated by unwrapping a seismic instantaneous phase image.
We propose a method that generates a complete horizon volume constrained by multiple sets of control points. In this method, we first use seismic normal vectors to compute an RGT volume (Figure 1b) , from which a horizon volume (Figure 1c) is then interpolated. This process is similar to Parks's (2010) method for flattening a seismic image, but we instead derive the method in a simpler way. Furthermore, we use multiple sets of control points to generate a more accurate horizon volume from a seismic image complicated by faults or noise. Each set of control points belongs to a single horizon with an unspecified RGT value, and is easily specified in seismic interpretation by simply selecting points that we want to lie on the same horizon. We implement these constraints with simple preconditioners in the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm we use to compute the RGT and horizon volumes.
HORIZON VOLUME WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS
A horizon volume z(x, y, t) can be generated from an RGT volume t(x, y, z) by inverse linear interpolation (Parks, 2010) , if we assume that t in the RGT volume increases monotonically with depth z. Such an RGT volume can be generated by using phase unwrapping (e.g., Stark, 2005; Wu and Zhong, 2012b) or reflector dips (Parks, 2010) . Here we rederive the latter method in a simpler way to compute an RGT volume.
In an RGT volume t(x, y, z) like that shown in Figure 1b , contours of constant t represent seismic horizons, which means these contours should have the same structure as reflectors in the seismic image ( Figure 1a) . Therefore, gradient vectors of an RGT volume t(x, y, z) that are perpendicular to RGT contours, should be parallel to seismic normal vectors n = [n x , n y , n z ] > , that are perpendicular to seismic reflectors. If we assume that these vectors always point downward, we then have 2
where a is a positive scalar constant. To eliminate a, we let
In attempting to solve these equations, we would need to carefully choose boundary conditions to avoid obtaining the trivial solution t = constant. To avoid this problem, we rewrite t(x, y, z) with vertical shifts s(x, y, z) as in Parks (2010):
Substituting equation 3 into equation 2, we obtain
where p = n x /n z and q = n y /n z are estimated inline and crossline slopes of seismic reflectors. Equation 4 is what Parks (2010) solved to obtain shifts that flatten a seismic image, but we derive it in a simpler way.
As suggested by Lomask et al. (2006), we add a third equation es z ⇡ 0 (e is a small constant) to reduce vertical variations in the shifts. We also weight the equations above by a measure w(x, y, z) of the quality of estimated reflector slopes p(x, y, z) and q(x, y, z). We then compute the shifts by solving 2
For an image with N samples, equation 5 represents 3N equations for N unknown shifts, and these equations can be expressed in matrix form as
where s is a vector containing N unknown shifts s(x, y, z), G is a 3N ⇥ N matrix representing finite-difference approximations of partial derivatives, W is a 3N ⇥ 3N diagonal matrix containing w(x, y, z) and e, and v is a 3N ⇥ 1 vector with p, q, and zeros. We compute the least-squares solution to equation 6 by solving the normal equations (WG) > WGs = (WG) > Wv. Let A = (WG) > WG and b = (WG) > Wv, then we solve
Because the matrix A is SPD, we can solve this linear system using the CG method with a preconditioner
where S x , S y and S z are smoothing filters that smooth in the x, y and z directions, respectively. For an image with faults or unconformities, S x , S y and S z are designed to be spatially variant filters (Hale, 2009) , and the extent of smoothing is controlled by fault (Hale, 2013) or unconformity attributes.
For the 2D example shown in Figure 1 , we first solved equation 7 to get shifts s(x, z). We then computed an RGT volume t(x, z) = z + s(x, z) ( Figure 1b) . Finally we computed a horizon volume z(x, t) ( Figure 1c ) from the RGT volume t(x, z) by inverse linear interpolation. This horizon volume maps the seismic image ( Figure 1a ) to a flattened image (Figure 1d ). For seismic images with simple geologic structures and little noise, as in Figure 1a , we can use the method discussed above to generate an accurate horizon volume (Figure 1c ) that correctly flattens (Figure 1d ) a seismic image. However, for a seismic image complicated by faults, as in Figure 2a , the method cannot correctly flatten ( Figure 2b ) the seismic image. Therefore, we extend this method by incorporating scattered sets of control points that may correspond to multiple horizons.
HORIZON VOLUME WITH CONSTRAINTS
Solving the linear system in equation 7 is equivalent to minimizing the quadratic function F(s) = 1 2 s > As b > s because A is SPD. With specified sets of control points, we solve a constrained minimization problem
where matrix C and vector d are derived from constraints. As discussed by Gould et al. (2001) , solving this constrained minimization problem is equivalent to solving the unconstrained linear system As = b using a CG method with an initial solution s 0 satisfying the constraint equation Cs 0 = d and a constraint preconditioner P = Z(Z > AZ) 1 Z > , where Z is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the null space of C (CZ = 0). Since columns of Z form a basis, then we have Z > Z = I and we use Z > M 1 Z ⇡ (Z > AZ) 1 as in Nash and Sofer (1996) to simplify the preconditioner P:
where M 1 is an approximate inverse of matrix A and we use Let us use a tiny 3D seismic image with only N = 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 samples to explain how to implement multiplication by the matrix ZZ > and to find an initial solution s 0 . In this example, the RGT volume t(x, y, z) and shifts s(x, y, z) have only N = 8 samples, and equation 3 can be expressed in vector form as
Assume we have 2 sets of constraints: the first set has 3 control points with sample indices {3, 5, 7}, and the second has 2 control points with sample indices {1, 6}. Within each set of constraints, all control points are interpreted to be on a single seismic horizon. Therefore, we have t 3 = t 5 = t 7 and t 1 = t 6 . According to equation 11, this means that s 5 s 3 = z 3 z 5 , s 7 s 3 = z 3 z 7 , and s 6 s 1 = z 1 z 6 . We can therefore write the constraint equation 
where e i (i = 0, 1, ··· , N 1) is an N ⇥ 1 unit vector with 1 at the i th index, e c1 = e 3 + e 5 + e 7 , and e c2 = e 1 + e 6 . In other words, we begin with the identity matrix and simply sum the unit vectors e i with indices i in {3, 5, 7}, corresponding to the first set of control points, to obtain the first column of Z; similarly, we obtain the second column of Z, corresponding to the second set of control points with indices {1, 6}; and finally, we use all of the remaining unit vectors e i that do not correspond to any control point for remaining columns of Z. In the same way, we can easily construct matrix Z for any number of sets of control points. We further normalize each column of matrix Z and such that Z > Z = I and ZZ > is 
For any vector x = [x 0 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 ] > , it is easy to compute the matrix-vector product
where x c1 = (x 3 + x 5 + x 7 )/3 and x c2 = (x 1 + x 6 )/2. In other words, we compute ZZ > x by simply gathering and averaging all elements of x with indices corresponding to each set of control points, and then scattering the average back into those same elements. In each CG iterate, when we apply the constraint preconditioner P = ZZ > S x S y S z S > z S > y S > x ZZ > , we need only compute averages and apply smoothing filters.
We can also easily find an initial solution s 0 satisfying the constraint equation Cs 0 = d:
in which elements with indices corresponding to the first set of control points are s 3 = 0, s 5 = z 3 z 5 and s 7 = z 3 z 7 ; elements corresponding to the second set are s 1 = 0 and s 6 = z 1 z 6 . Therefore, to construct s 0 , we use zeros for elements that do not correspond to any control point; for each set of control points, we choose any point among them as a reference point with zero shift (e.g., s 3 = 0 for the first set, and s 1 = 0 for the second set), and use the depth differences between the reference point and other control points for the remaining initial shifts in s 0 . Figure 2 is a 2D example that shows how constraints help to generate a more accurate horizon volume or better flatten a seismic image. In this example, the method without control points cannot correctly flatten the image (Figure 2b ), especially at faults. However, using 3 sets of constraints, each set contains 2 control points (yellow circles, stars, and squares in Figures 2a and 2c ) that lie on a seismic horizon, our method correctly flattens (Figure 2c ) all seismic reflectors across faults. Figure 3 shows a 3D example with three sets of constraints, corresponding to three horizons in the seismic image. The first set contains 5 control points, the second one contains 7 control points (green points in Figure 3c ), and the third one contains 11 control points (green points in Figure 3d ). With these constraints, our method correctly flattens all of the seismic reflectors across faults, as shown in Figures 3c or 3d . Note that the constraints help to flatten not only reflectors passing through the control points, but also other reflectors in the 3D seismic image as well. Seismic horizon surfaces (upper-right panels of Figures 3a and 3b) can be extracted by horizontally slicing at the flattened image. Figure 4a displays six extracted horizons denoted by different colors, but deeper horizons are obscured by the top one. We therefore, in Figure 4b , display cut-away views of each of the horizons. We observe that the horizons with control points (the cyan and yellow surfaces) and others without control points correctly align with seismic reflectors.
CONCLUSION
We propose a method to compute at once a complete horizon volume that honors interpreted sets of control points. We incorporate the constraints with a simple constraint preconditioner in the CG method used to compute a horizon volume.
To extract complicated seismic horizons, interpreted constraints are usually necessary. The proposed method provides an especially simple way to specify such constraints by simply picking control points in a 3D seismic image that belong to the same seismic horizon. This method can be implemented to interactively add or move control points, while quickly updating a complete horizon volume.
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